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(When two hearts beat as one)
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Try this over on your Piano

All Aboard For The Rocking Chair Express

Words by BERNIE GROSSMAN

Chorus

Music by BILLY FRISCH

All aboard for the rocking-chair express

All aboard for the place that angels bless

Thru slumber land dear where Fairies play

To golden

dream-land we will wend our way dear, All aboard journey
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When Eyes Meet Eyes, When Lips Meet Lips

(When Two Hearts Beat As One)

Lyric by
WILL D. COBB

Music by
GUS. EDWARDS

Valse Moderato

Like a bird on the wing, You have heard poets sing, Time doth fly,
You're a stranger to me So there's danger that we, Won't agree,

Time doth fly. But for every thing There's a time like they sing I deny,
Won't agree. To the lure of loves
tune, You may listen immune, Possibly.
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ny, for I know that the moment, the maid and the
bly, Be you so blaze You're not bothered a

man, Do not always appear just according to plan:
but It's a great combination You're bound to admit.

REFRAIN (tenderly)

When eyes meet eyes, When lips meet lips, When two hearts

beat as one, If it be sunny May_

When Eyes Meet Eyes. 3
-- or in December gray --

what

matters when love whispers then, The world has just be-

gun.

When eyes meet eyes, When lips meet lips, When

two hearts beat as one!

When one!

When Eyes Meet Eyes, 3
Tell Her At Twilight
(Just Sing Lovest Sweet Song)

Words by
BERNIE GROSSMAN

Music by
WILL DONALDSON

CHORUS

Tell her at twilight

While dusk is falling,

When birds are calling

whisper to her that's the time to sweetly woo her
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